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With the steady and rapid development of China's economy, the number of 
floating population presents a state of rising year by year in some of economy 
relatively developed city. At the same time it also lead to rapid development of urban 
economy. Since the country vigorously strengthen the construction of urbanization, 
the number of floating population is more than local resident population in parts of 
district. This floating population have different level of in culture, legal literacy etc. 
These bring very big effect for city’s comprehensive management. 
The dissertation is guided under the theory of software engineering. The goal is 
promoting the community migratory population management level. It designs and 
implements a set of community migratory population management system using 
ASP.NET and SQL Server2008. The dissertation firstly analyzes the current status of 
community migratory population management. Then obtain the requirement of 
community migratory population management system. On the above basis, it analyzes 
and designs the system with object-oriented design idea. It builds the overall 
framework of community migratory population management system. It designs the 
system function and database. It describes the procedure of system implementation in 
detail. It shows part system interface. It expounds system testing process and testing 
results. 
Through the running effect of the system, each function of system work normally. 
The using of system improves the efficiency of community migratory population 
management. It play a positive role in promoting the stability of community. 
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作，图 2-1 是分析流入人口业务流。 
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